How many wheels for your catering mobile unit ?
This is a question you should ask yourself first. Dont't panic, This equation will remain very basic
because we won't go beyond 4 wheels. So feel free to keep your calculator away.
Let's start with the star of the mobile sale unit, the one and only catering trailer upon one axle. The
product has been around for over 50 years without facing any real decline although the foodtrucks
have been in the spotlights those last few years. why picking up a catering trailer in 2015 ? Mosty
because of its room available inside along with its pricing. Trailers usually start at 2m80 and can
extend up to 6 meters. There are the perfect match for massive events like music festivals or
around a soccer game stadium.

Being 50 years on the road has led the classic mobile trailer to age a bit. How many trailers did we
meet on the road that looked on the verge of falling apart ? Nevertheless, one observe the revival

of the trailer concept. The first to rejuvenate the concept has been the Airstream which could not
nevertheless benefit from a broad mass appeal because of its high entry price. On the other hand,
The I-catch may stand for the perfect match for those who wish to combine a unique look and feel
along with a very competitive price. The I-catch is a sure bet of being singled out by customers
while standing out of the competition.

Three wheels
The scooter foodtruck concept is mostly associated with the Piaggio APE Classic. It's obvious that
none of us can remain aloof before this typical dolce vita italian look. Nevertheless, any futur buyer
should keep in mind that the Piaggio is not suited for any long road trip. The Piaggio is best located
in private events or inner city centers. In addition, few equipments can be installed inside due to its
weight limitation.

Four wheels

Foodtruck mania in Europe has not lost momentum but has switched from a craving perspective
with trucks up to 90 000 € to a renewal market where buyers are much more aware of their own
needs.
In this context, a newcomer managed to make a name for itself. The Mega from the french truck
manufacturer Aixam is still currently the only compact foodtruck available. It may host a modest
600 cm cube engine which is quite noisy but it remains the most affordable small foodtruck.

Snaking is the most appropriate fooding concept for this minimalist foodtruck from hotdog to french
pancakes or smoothies.
A new model wiggled its way in between the compact and the regular foodtruck. The Fiat doblo
brings a box a bit larger than the Mega while offering a real engine that can manage long distance
trips.
We can't map out the range of mobile catering products without mentioning the american
foodtruck. Its counterpart emerged in Europe in 2009 with european basis from the Peugeot to the
Fiat... As of today, it remains the best suited product for mobile cuisine that requires cooking and
heating for long line up of clients.

Foodtrucks can be slice into two parts, the chassis and the box. The former stands as the most
expensive part whereas second hand trucks can be acquired at 30% discount. Good savings can
be made on the latter abroad. Polish manufacturers, for instance, can provide state of the art
equiped sandwich panels boxes for as much as 35% rebound.
Vintage trucks alike the famous Citroen HY or street food bicycles were voluntary overlooked.
There will part and parcel of a dedicated next item.

